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List of Lighting Terms Used
Below is a list of some terms used in Enlighten. Some of these terms are similar to any other
DMX console, some are not.

Programming Screen

1
2
3
4
5

Palettes
Fixture Selection
Playback
Grand Master
Button Group Submasters

Playback Screen
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Button Group
Button Page
Button Group Sub Masters
Grand Master

Terms Used
Step

A step is a static look that is part of a sequence. A step is
the most basic component of a light show. Steps are
show in the Programming screen in the Playback Control

Sequence

A sequence is a list of steps or a single step. Each step in
a sequence contains a static look for all the lights being
controlled.

Sequence
Button

This is a button that recalls and plays a sequence when it
is pressed or active.

M-FX

The M-FX tab in the preset area will create a shape
sequence automatically. These buttons create the steps in
a sequence that produces the movement shape desire.

RGB-FX

The RGB-FX creates all the steps needed for the selected
fixtures to produce the desired Color pattern.

Fade Out,
Fade In

This is the time it takes to transition from one step to the
next. Note that only certain channels will fade from one
look to the other like, pan tilt, dimmer and others will
snap at the end of the fade like colors, gobos, etc..
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Button Group

A button group can be thought of like an independent
controller. Multiple Button groups can be present on a
single page. Button Groups create Sub Masters that
control all Buttons in a Button Group.

Page

A 'page of buttons'. This is used to separate buttons as
needed into categories or fit large amount of buttons in a
single show.

Release

By pressing the top half of a button we work in release
mode, meaning all other buttons gets released and the
button pressed gets activated

Playback
Control

All sequence buttons gets played and recorded using the
playback control. When sequence buttons are running the
playback control automatically gets assigned.

Button Group
Sub-Master

A group sub-master controls the intensity or dimmer
channels that are in a activated button in a certain button
group. Group sub masters also have Live Cross fade
faders to transition from sequences or scenes using
manual timing like in a traditional lighting desk.

Grand Master

Controls all intensity or dimmer channel levels currently
playing in proportion to their value.

This is the forward and reverse button above the Sub
master. It changes the next active button shown by a blue
Button Group highlight behind the button. When a Group Go is pressed
Next/Previous and the highlighted button is not the active button the
highlighted button become active and active button fades
out.
Button Group
Go

This is the play button above the Sub Master. It fades to
the next scene in a active sequence button or fades to the
next sequence button highlighted .

Stack

When stacking buttons the user mixes or stacks all active
buttons together. For instance we can build two separate
looks and play them back at the same time by stacking
buttons. To stack buttons simply press the button on the
bottom section.

Loading the Software

Loading the Software
The first step to working with Enlighten is to load the Software and
drivers for the USB to DMX interface. This can be accomplished by
the simple steps below.
1. Make sure the Windows machine is on and the USB to DMX
interface is NOT Connected
2. Find the USB Drive supplied with the Enlighten Package and find
the Enlighten Setup.exe file and double click on it.
3. If no USB drive is supplied the newest install file can be found at
www.Enlightenpro.com/Enlighten%20Setup.exe
4. Follow the Installer instruction and select all the default options.
5. At the end of the install a black Pop-up Window will appear, this is
the drivers for Enlighten Loading. Once Completed please restart
your machine and plug in the USB cable to the USB to DMX
interface and computer.
6. The installer will place a Enlighten shortcut on your desktop,
double click it to start Enlighten for the first time.

Patch or Load Your Fixtures

Patch or Load Your Fixtures
Once Enlighten is installed we need to set up the show to be compatible with your lights
show. By default there is a demo show loaded into Enlighten at first startup. We will need
to clear this and then take the steps to load your fixtures so we can control your light show.
1. First we need to clear the demo show. This is done by simply clicking in the 'New' Icon
on top of the Enlighten App. This step will only be done for the first time a new show is
started.

2. A dialog will appear asking for the name of the new show. This name should clearly tell
you what the show your are building.
3. Next we need to load or patch the fixtures in the new light show. Press the Fixture icon
on the tool bar and select 'Load/Patch New Fixture'

] 4. A dialog will pop up with manufacturer names of fixtures. Double click on the Fixture

manufacturer of the first fixtures you would like to load and find the model number in the
files. If you cannot find the fixture please email
dmx@mega-lite.comwith a fixture request.
We will send the profile within hours of the request. Once you have the fixture name press
the open button to load the fixture model selected. The window below will shows the steps.

Patch or Load Your Fixtures

5. A Dialog will give you the status of the load and ask a final question. Answer yes to the
question below. This will automatically create the fixture groups needed to make
programming your lights easier.

6. Once the first set of fixtures are loaded continue to repeat steps 2 through 6 for all other
fixtures you need to run your show.
7. Once all the fixtures have been loaded you must address all fixtures in the DMX chain,
Check the Addressing Fixtures Section for help with this. Make sure you have hooked up
all the fixtures from one to the other in a DMX chain. The out connector from the USB
will go to the first fixture in the chain and then from one fixture to the next in a In-Out
manner. The illustration below shows the setup.

Patch or Load Your Fixtures

Addressing Your Fixtures

Addressing Your Fixtures
Once all the fixtures have been loaded you must address all fixtures in the DMX chain, in this
section we will describe the steps needed to address each fixture.
1. Make sure you have hooked up all the fixtures from one to the other in a DMX chain. The out
connector from the USB to DMX interface will go to the first fixture in the chain and then from
one fixture to the next in a In-Out manner. The illustration below shows the setup.

2. Once the fixtures are connected to the DMX chain and the USB to DMX interface is
connected to the PC, now we can set the address of each fixture so that it can be controlled from
Enlighten.
a. There are two methods to showing the start address of each fixture for expert installers click
on the tools icon on the toolbar and select patch list, this will show all start addresses for the
fixtures loaded.

Addressing Your Fixtures

b. For beginners, Follow the steps below.
3. On the Enlighten interface go to the top of the screen and select 'Programming Mode' Button.
You Should see the a screen display similar to the one below.

Addressing Your Fixtures

4. Right Click on the first fixture you would like to set the address to and select ' View Fixture
Dip Switch Settings and Start Channel' From the menu options.

5. The pop up window below will appear showing you the Start channel and the dip switch setting,
if applicable, to the fixture selected.

6. Locate the fixture in your room for that starting address and either set the dip switch setting to
the ones indicated on the pop up window above or the start channel ( for fixtures with digital
displays ) . Consult you fixture instruction on how to do this.
7. Once all the addresses are set you are ready to start creating you lights buttons and presets.
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Create a Moving Look Sequence Button
Creating a moving look or a set of looks that play one after the other is covered in this section.
This section will give instructions on how to program a sequence button to play a sequence of
looks.
1. The first step we need to take when creating looks without the Sequence Wizard it to go to the
Programming Mode Screen and press the Clear All Button. This clears all Sequences running and
gives us a clear slate to create our new look. Advanced users may use the New Sequence Button(
which will start a new playback and leave all current playbacks running), and not press Clear All to
start a new playback to record to, and follow the same next steps bellow.

2. Next we will need to select the fixture we are going to use in this sequence. Using the Fixture
Layout window select all the fixtures needed. Use the rubber band and control keys to select
more than one fixture, holding the control or 'Ctrl' button down while selecting fixtures selects
more than on at a time. To clear selected fixtures click anywhere on the Fixture Layout Window.
The Fixture Layout window is shown below.

3. Now we need to initialize the selected fixture by pressing 'the initialize selected fixtures'
button. If the fixtures do not completely initialize, meaning the shutter opens, the lamp is at full
and the fixture is pointing down, use the faders preset tab to adjust the channels needed to

Create a Moving Look Sequence Button

initialize the fixture. Direct DMX Values can be entered by clicking in the dmx value, an input
box will ask for the new dmx value.

4. If we are positioning fixtures click the joystick preset tab and use the joystick to move all the
fixtures you need to place. The joystick works in two ways. It will allow you to move all the
fixture together when you move the mouse away from all the dots, or you can move one fixture at
a time by clicking on the dot for each fixture and moving them one at a time. The up/down and
left/right buttons on the left of the joystick panel, will also move all selected fixtures from the
current position together the same amount from each fixtures starting position.

Create a Moving Look Sequence Button

5. Once all the fixtures are in the position you need them to be, or it is a light with no position
control all other properties can be adjusted, either by using the fader preset tab for direct fader
control or by using the color, gobo, etc presets. Set all the channels/properties to the look you
would like. This could entail selecting only odd fixtures and changing them one color while event
fixtures can be another color. This applies for all types of channels. Below is the Preset palettes
window, we can use this to alter any channel or property of the fixture we are trying to set a look
or step for. Just click through all the buttons like, Color, Gobo, Shutter... etc. The Faders tab can
also be helpful for full control of all the lights channels.

6. We can now save the first step or look into the sequence button for later recall. If we were
doing multiple scenes we would need to press the 'record plus' button for each of the steps
we want to record. So repeat steps 4 through 6 for every look or step we want to create for this
sequence. Remember timing is recorded into each step, but can be overridden at anytime. If we
are trying to create a look with a slow fade time, we need to set the fade time before each step is
recorded using the fade time slider, or entering the fade time using the fade time calculator
window.

The fade time calculator window (shown Below) will display when the mouse is clicked on any of
the fadetime boxes. It allows the fade time for the current look or step to be set easily.

Create a Moving Look Sequence Button

7. Once all the steps to the sequence is recorded we can review and playback the sequence and
make sure we are satisfied with the looks. Press the stop button, then press the play button and
confirm you are happy with the result. If any changes need to be made we must use the forward
and reverse buttons to navigate through the steps, and the "record Over Step' button to after
modifying the look or step. The Play, forward, reverse buttons are highlighted below. Timing for
all steps can be changed by changing the Fade time slider while the sequence is playing back.

8. Once all changes have been made we can now save the sequence to a button ( Sequence Button)
for recall later. Press the 'Save Sequence as Button' and the dialog in step 9 will appear.

9. We will now see the dialog below pop up in the center of the screen.

Create a Moving Look Sequence Button

We can now name the sequence button and save it.
Other option available here are:
Cross Fade
In/Out

This will cause this button to fade in and out according
to the time specified

Default, Pan/Tilt
These option allows you to save all channels, save only
Only,
pan and tilt channels, or save only color/Gobo and all
Color/Gobo
other channels except Pan and tilt.
Only
Use Sequence
Fade time

This option will force the sequence to playback at the
programmed Fade times

This will fade from step to step on channels that are
Use Fade Scenes
selected as fade channels. Pan, Tilt, Dimmer are all
Setting
automatically set to be fade channels.
Auto Start

This will start the sequence steps running as soon as the
button is pressed

Audio

Causes the audio to control the speed at which the
sequence fades. This can be set on the Sequence button
at any time

Manual Start

Will force the user to press the play button on the
playback to start the steps in the sequence.

Once you have entered the name and set all desired parameters above, the screen will go to
Playback mode and show the new button in the new button area on the bottom right of the screen.
Move the button anywhere on the screen and depress it. Now the button we created can be
recalled as a still look.

RGB with Wizard

Create RGB LED Using The Sequence Wizard
The basic component of a light show in Enlighten is the Sequence Button. It allows you to create a button that calls a
look you programmed and then play multiple buttons at the same time. So this technique allows the user to build the
looks for each of the fixture group one at a time and then play them back at the same time to create the final look of
all lights in the show together.
Here are the steps we take to create our first button using the sequence wizard.
1. Switch to 'Playback Mode' using the button on the top right hand corner of the Enlighten window.
2. Left click " Create New Button' button at the upper right hand corner of the screen.

3. The Start Wizard screen will appear. Select the Sequence Button Option and press the Start Button.

4. The wizard pop-up will appear and switch the Enlighten Screen to Programming Mode. The initial wizard pop up
will give a brief overview of the what we are doing, press next. Now the wizard will ask you to pick a fixture group
to create the new button for. Press the fixture group you want to select and press next.
Make sure this is a fixture
group with all RGB fixtures or LED's in it.

RGB with Wizard

5. Next the wizard will ask you to make sure the shutter has open the the selected lights are pointing down. If not use
the faders to alter the values that make the light turn on. In Most cases LED's will show no response. Just Continue
to the next step

6.Once the light is on press the next button. The Wizard will now ask you to select the color you would like for the
fixtures selected. Select the color you would like for this Sequence Button and press the Next Button.
DO Not Select
A Color for RGB FX.

RGB with Wizard

7. The Wizard will now ask you to choose the gobo for the Sequence Button you are Creating. Select the Gobo and
press the next button. If the fixture does not have gobos you can press next.
DO Not Select A GOBO for RGB FX.

8. We are almost done. Now the RGB FX palette preset will show. Select the RGB FX you would like. We can only
press one RGB FX per Wizard run, So if you don't like the look Start Over. To avoid this more advanced
programmers can create a RGB FX Sequence Button Without the Wizard.

RGB with Wizard

9. The last step is to save the Button. Press the Save Button.

10. The last step is to name the Sequence Button. Type in the name for the button and press the Save Sequence. If
you would like the colors not to fade between steps, un-select the Use Fade Scene Setting.

RGB with Wizard

11. You will now be switched to the Playback Screen where the new button will be in the New Button Area on the
Far Right corner of screen. You can now move the button anywhere on the screen and use it to call back the look
you just created.
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Create a 'Static Look' Sequence Button
A common situation we run into is the need to create a still look for a set of lights. This is useful
in creating still looks on stages or turning lasers or other special effects lights to a certain look.
Described below are the steps we need to follow to create a button that will give us a 'still look'
1. The first step we need to take when creating looks without the Sequence Wizard it to go to the
Programming Mode Screen and press the All Clear Button. This clears all Sequences running and
gives us a clear slate to create our new look. Advanced users may use the New Sequence Button,
and not press Clear All to start a new playback to record to, and follow the same next steps
bellow.

2. Next we will need to select the fixture we are going to use in this look. Using the Fixture
Layout window select all the fixtures needed. Use the rubber band and control keys to select
more than one fixture, holding the control or 'Ctrl' button down while selecting fixtures selects
more than on at a time. To clear selected fixtures click anywhere on the Fixture Layout Window.
The Fixture Layout window is shown below.

3. Now we need to initialize the selected fixture by pressing 'the initialize selected fixtures'

Create a 'Static Look' Sequence Button

button. If the fixtures do not completely initialize, meaning the shutter opens, the lamp is at full
and the fixture is pointing down, use the faders preset tab to adjust the channels needed to
initialize the fixture. Direct DMX Values can be entered by clicking in the dmx value, an input
box will ask for the new dmx value.

4. If we are positioning fixtures click the joystick preset tab and use the joystick to move all the
fixtures you need to place. The joystick works in two ways. It will allow you to move all the
fixture together when you move the mouse away from all the dots, or you can move one fixture
at a time by clicking on the dot for each fixture and moving them one at a time. The up/down and
left/right buttons on the left of the joystick panel, will also move all selected fixtures from the
current position together the same amount from each fixtures starting position.

Create a 'Static Look' Sequence Button

4. Once all the fixtures are in the position you need them to be, or it is a light with no position
control all other properties can be adjusted, either by using the fader preset tab for direct fader
control or by using the color, gobo, etc presets. Set all the channels/properties to the look you
would like. This could entail selecting only odd fixtures and changing them one color while
event fixtures can be another color. This applies for all types of channels. Below is the Preset
palettes window, we can use this to alter any channel or property of the fixture we are trying to
set a look or step for. Just click through all the buttons like, Color, Gobo, Shutter... etc. The
Faders tab can also be helpful for full control of all the lights channels.

Create a 'Static Look' Sequence Button

5. We can now save the look into a button for later recall. For a single step look all we have to do
is press the Save Sequence as Button, button. If we were doing multiple scenes we would need to
press the 'record plus'
the next section.

button for each of the steps we want to record. That is covered in

6. We will now see the dialog below pop up in the center of the screen.

Create a 'Static Look' Sequence Button

We can now name the sequence button and save it.
Other option available here are:
Cross Fade
In/Out

This will cause this button to fade in and out according
to the time specified

Default, Pan/Tilt
These option allows you to save all channels, save only
Only,
pan and tilt channels, or save only color/Gobo and all
Color/Gobo
other channels except Pan and tilt.
Only
Use Sequence This option will force the sequence to playback at the
Fade time
programmed Fade times
This will fade from step to step on channels that are
Use Fade Scenes
selected as fade channels. Pan, Tilt, Dimmer are all
Setting
automatically set to be fade channels.
Auto Start

This will start the sequence steps running as soon as the
button is pressed

Audio

Not Available in Enlighten

Manual Start

Will force the user to press the Go button on the
Group Sub master to start the steps in the sequence.

Once you have entered the name and set all desired parameters above, the screen will go to
Playback mode and show the new button in the new button area on the bottom right of the screen.
Move the button anywhere on the screen and depress it. Now the button we created can be
recalled as a still look.

Using The Shape Generator to Create a Movement Shape

Using The Shape Generator to Create a Movement Shape
Creating a moving look or a set of looks that play one after the other is covered in this section.
This section will give instructions on how to program a sequence button to play a sequence of
looks.
The first step we need to take when creating looks without the Sequence Wizard it to go to the
Programming Mode Screen and press the Clear All Button. This clears all Sequences running and
gives us a clear slate to create our new look. Advanced users may use the New Sequence Button(
which will start a new playback and leave all current playbacks running), and not press Clear All
to start a new playback to record to, and follow the same next steps bellow.

Next we will need to select the fixture we are going to use in this sequence. Using the Fixture
Layout window select all the fixtures needed. Use the rubber band and control keys to select
more than one fixture, holding the control or 'Ctrl' button down while selecting fixtures selects
more than on at a time. To clear selected fixtures click anywhere on the Fixture Layout Window.
The Fixture Layout window is shown below.

Now we need to initialize the selected fixture by pressing 'the initialize selected fixtures' button.

Using The Shape Generator to Create a Movement Shape

If the fixtures do not completely initialize, meaning the shutter opens, the lamp is at full and the
fixture is pointing down, use the faders preset tab to adjust the channels needed to initialize the
fixture.

5. Once all the fixtures are initialized all other properties can be adjusted, either by using the
fader preset tab for direct fader control or by using the color, gobo, etc presets. Set all the
channels/properties to the look you would like. This could entail selecting only odd fixtures and
changing them one color while event fixtures can be another color. This applies for all types of
channels. Below is the Preset palettes window, we can use this to alter any channel or property
of the fixture we are trying to set a look or step for. Just click through all the buttons like, Color,
Gobo, Shutter... etc. The Faders tab can also be helpful for full control of all the lights channels.

Using The Shape Generator to Create a Movement Shape

Next we can select the shape to apply to the selected fixtures. Use the drop down box shown
below to select the shape.

Once the shape has been selected the shape size, offset (Step Shift) , Fixture Offset, and Total
steps can be adjusted. If we are applying different shapes to different fixtures the number of
steps must stay the same for all fixtures. If we were to select circle, as shown below, all the
selected fixtures would move in a circle movement, creating a sequence of 20 steps.

Using The Shape Generator to Create a Movement Shape

The shape can be moved by right clicking on the Plus cross in the center. This will move the
shapes center to the desired position. Sizing and offset can be adjusted from the Shape Size
Sliders and the Step Shift, Fixture Offset Selector. We can also review and playback the
sequence and make sure we are satisfied with the looks. On the Playback Control Press the stop
button, then press the play button and confirm you are happy with the result. If any changes need
to be made we must use the forward and reverse buttons to navigate through the steps, and the
"record Over Step' button to after modifying the look or step. The Play, forward, reverse buttons
are highlighted below. Timing for all steps can be changed by changing the Fade time slider while
the sequence is playing back.
Once all changes have been made we can now save the sequence to a button ( Sequence Button)
for recall later. Press the 'Save Sequence as Button' and the dialog below will appear.

We will now see the dialog below pop up in the center of the screen.

Using The Shape Generator to Create a Movement Shape

We can now name the sequence button and save it.
Other option available here are:
Cross Fade
In/Out

This will cause this button to fade in and out according
to the time specified

Default, Pan/Tilt
These option allows you to save all channels, save only
Only,
pan and tilt channels, or save only color/Gobo and all
Color/Gobo
other channels except Pan and tilt.
Only
Use Sequence This option will force the sequence to playback at the
Fade time
programmed Fade times
This will fade from step to step on channels that are
Use Fade Scenes
selected as fade channels. Pan, Tilt, Dimmer are all
Setting
automatically set to be fade channels.
Auto Start

This will start the sequence steps running as soon as the
button is pressed

Audio

Causes the audio to control the speed at which the
sequence fades. This can be set on the Sequence button
at any time

Manual Start

Will force the user to press the play button on the
playback to start the steps in the sequence.

Once you have entered the name and set all desired parameters above, the screen will go to
Playback mode and show the new button in the new button area on the bottom right of the screen.
Move the button anywhere on the screen and depress it. Now the button we created can be

Using The Shape Generator to Create a Movement Shape

recalled as a still look.

Create Sequence Button Using The Sequence Wizard

Create Sequence Button Using The Sequence Wizard
The basic component of a light show in Enlighten is the Sequence Button. It allows you to create a button that
calls a look you programmed and then play multiple buttons at the same time. So this technique allows the user to
build the looks for each of the fixture group one at a time and then play them back at the same time to create the
final look of all lights in the show together.
Here are the steps we take to create our first button using the sequence wizard.
1. Switch to 'Playback Mode' using the button on the top right hand corner of the Enlighten window.
2. Left click " Create New Button' button at the upper right hand corner of the screen.

3. The Start Wizard screen will appear. Select the Sequence Button Option and press the Start Button.

4. The wizard pop-up will appear and switch the Enlighten Screen to Programming Mode. The initial wizard pop
up will give a brief overview of the what we are doing, press next. Now the wizard will ask you to pick a fixture
group to create the new button for. Press the fixture group you want to select and press next.

Create Sequence Button Using The Sequence Wizard

5. Next the wizard will ask you to make sure the shutter has open the the selected lights are pointing down. If not
use the faders to alter the values that make the light turn on.

6.Once the light is on press the next button. The Wizard will now ask you to select the color you would like for
the fixtures selected. Select the color you would like for this Sequence Button and press the Next Button.

Create Sequence Button Using The Sequence Wizard

7. The Wizard will now ask you to choose the gobo for the Sequence Button you are Creating. Select the Gobo
and press the next button. If the fixture does not have gobos you can press next.

8. We are almost done. Now the M FX pallete preset will show. Select the shape you would like. Keep in mind
the small numbers below each shape is the offset for each fixture running that shap, so you can adjust it to get
different result. If you do not like the shape you selected simply pick another one and when you are happy with
the Sequence press the next button.

Create Sequence Button Using The Sequence Wizard

9. The last step is to save the Button. Press the Save Button.

10. The last step is to name the Sequence Button. Type in the name for the button and press the Save Sequence.

Create Sequence Button Using The Sequence Wizard

11. You will now be switched to the Playback Screen where the new button will be in the New Button Area on
the Far Right corner of screen. You can now move the button anywhere on the screen and use it to call back the
look you just created.

Sequence Button

Sequence Button

A Sequence Button Simply allows the user to recall a Sequence or Look and play it
back. Sequence Buttons work in two modes. Stack mode or Release Mode. For
instructions on how to create a sequence button refer
Create
to Sequence Button Using
The Sequence Wizard
, Create a Static Look Sequence Button
, Create a Moving
Sequence Button
.
Stack Modeallows for the Stacking or Mixing of sequences . This can be described
with the following example. We can make two sequence Buttons, one with movement
information ( pan and tilt values) and one with color and gobo information. Using stack
mode we can play the movement Sequence Button and the color/gobo Sequence
button at the same time, producing a final look with both movement and color/gobo.
Stack mode works by pressing the bottom half of the button.

Release mode
allows for all buttons on the page or in the button group to release, and
plays the Requested button on its own. Release mode works by pressing the top half
of the button.

An active Sequence Button has the ability to list all the steps in that sequence and select
the scene/step to jump to from the list of scenes. These scenes/step are static, and do
not include movement just static scenes

A Sequence Button can also be locked so that the Sequence activated by the button
will not be overridden or change. This can be used to light up bars, walls, etc, and to
ensure they will not change no matter what other Sequences are playing.

Sequence Button

Sequence Buttons work together on a page or when placed into a Button Group.
Button groups allows the user to move a group of buttons at the same time or allows a
groups of buttons to work as an independent controller. Button groups also allows for
the dimming of all fixtures running a sequence button located in the button group.
Button Groups can also be named for better organization.

To move a Sequence Button On a page simply click on the button wait 2 seconds and
the move the button to the position you would like it. Once you have the position
simply release the mouse button and the button will be placed where the cursor is.
Buttons can also be renamed, copied to other pages, deleted, Edited, or assigned to a
keyboard or MIDI shortcut by right clicking on the button, and following the
instructions for the specified task requested.

Multi Button

Multi Button

Multi Buttons allows for the recall of several Sequence Buttons with
One Press. This type of button is useful when several separate looks
for different fixtures need to be recalled at the same time. For
instance, The user can create LED look button, a moving head
button, and a scanner button and recall all of them with one button,
the Multi Button.
The easies way to create a Multi button Is to use the Button Creation
Wizard. Right Click anywhere in the Playback Window and select
Create New Button. Select Multi Button and follow the Wizard
instructions.

Multi Button

Like the sequence button Multi Buttons can be placed into groups
and can also be renamed, copied to other pages, Assigned keyboard
or MIDI shortcuts, or me renamed.

Multi Button

Enlighten Auto Pilot

Auto Pilot Button

Auto Pilot Buttons allows the user to create a button that gives the
illusion that a live person is controlling the light show to switch to the
next button every interval of time. The Auto Pilot Button contains a
list of buttons in the order they were pressed and recalls them in that
order every number of minutes.
To create a Auto Pilot button you must have some sequence buttons
already programmed in Enlighten on any of the pages that are set up.
Once Sequence Buttons have been created we can create a Auto
Pilot button. Right click on the Sequence Button Page or pressing the
'Create New Button'. The dialog below will appear.

Enlighten Auto Pilot

Select the Auto Pilot Button option and press Start. The Dialog
Below Will appear.

From this Dialog we can select the interval in time that every next
button in the list will be pressed. The Beats button is disabled in
Enlighten.

Enlighten Auto Pilot

At this point we will press all the buttons to include in this auto pilot
button. Basically we press the buttons and the auto pilot button
records the buttons as they are pressed into a list. Remember as
noted in the Sequence Button Section top half of the button releases
all in the group or page, and presses just the requested button, while
pressing the button on the bottom half will stack or mix buttons on
the page and play them at the same time. Once all the buttons you
want to include have been pressed we can proceed to the next step.

Now we name the button and press the save button. The new button
will appear in the new button section of the current page. Move the
button to the new position on the page. To run this auto pilot button
we need to make sure the beat detect in the middle bottom is running.
Like the sequence button Auto Pilot Buttons can be placed into
groups and can also be renamed, copied to other pages, Assigned
keyboard or MIDI shortcuts, or me renamed.

Enlighten Auto Pilot

Time Button

Timeline Button

TimeLine Buttons allows the user to create a button that will run a set of button automatically as well as play a video or music.
The Timeline scheduler allows the user to program events to be triggered by the video or music time code. This is commonly
used for intros... etc where running a live show will be to difficult.
To create a TimeLine button you must have some sequence buttons already programmed in Enlighten on any of the pages
that are set up. Once Sequence Buttons have been created we can create a Timeline button by choosing the Tools>Advanced
Tools>TimeLine Button Scheduler Menu option..

An spread sheet type window will appear at the bottom of the screen.
If we are going to use media (video or audio that windows media player can play) as the timeline control, we must list this as
the first event. From the event type list box select Start Media File. In the event to execute column select the media file on the
computer to play. Set the Trigger to relative time and the start to 00:00:00:00, and press enter. A dialog will ask if you want to
add a new line, press yes.

The next step is to list all the buttons you would like pressed and at what media time to press them. To add a row to the
scheduler press the enter key in the start column or right click on any row. Make sure to place all events below in Media Time
Trigger. This will cause the trigger to be use the media playing time.

To test the schedule press the play button, when you are satisfied with the result save the button from the exit menu. It will
display on the current page and when ever pressed will run the video/audio and the light show as programmed.

To scheduler is very versatile, it can use media time, Midi Time, Relative time, Day/Time to trigger events. All types of trigger
work the same way, just select the trigger in the trigger column and set the time in the start column.
The Scheduler is intended for experienced users of DMX control systems. In this context, the last column of the scheduler has
a playback number. This is the playback the event in that row will trigger, so it is possible to run more that one sequence at a
time on different playbacks from the scheduler.

How to control a Sequence button with a sub Master

How to control a Sequence button with a sub Master

.

A common situation in a theater or stage environment is the need to use sub masters and go
buttons to recall and navigate scenes on the stage. Enlighten allows the user to build each
scene one at a time as buttons and then navigate or cross fade to them using button groups.
A button group is a group of buttons organized together, containing all the scenes and looks
needed to complete a stage show, presentation, or production. The following instructions
will give us a step by step look at a common lighting scenario and how to use the group sub
masters to run a show.
First we need to build each scene needed one at a time and save them as sequence buttons,
refer to the help list on how to do this.
Next we need to make sure to arrange the button next to each other like in the image below.
Imagine that each button is a scene and the one next to it is the next scene. When creating
the button group we will navigate back and forth between buttons.

Next we need to create the button group. Press on the create button group 'button'

Once you are in button create mode, draw the button group around the buttons you need
the sub master to control.

How to control a Sequence button with a sub Master

A Dialog will appear to ask you the color for the background of the button group and the
Sub Master Fader.

Next we will be asked to name the button group. Both the name and color can be changed
later.

How to control a Sequence button with a sub Master

The completed button group will look like the one below. In addition to creating a button
group, there will also be a sub master created to control the dimmer values of the buttons in
the button group. The button group and Button Group sub master offer features making
control over your stage a quick and simple task.

Button Groups can be moved and sized after they are created. To move a button group and
all the buttons in it, move the mouse to the top left corner. The mouse Icon will change to
the Move ICON. Right click and then Move the Group where you need it. The button
group can be sized by moving the mouse to the far right edge, or far bottom edge at the
point where the mouse icon changes.

How to control a Sequence button with a sub Master

Now that we have a button group and Button Group Sub Master we have many different
controls to the buttons in this group. From the button group sub master we can control next
and previous button/Scene, Go button functionality, Live Cross fade with adjustable time
override, and manual cross fade for live applications. Below is a diagram indicating the
controls available on the group sub master.

Next Active Button
Label

Displays the the next button that will become
active when the go button is pressed
Navigates between buttons in a button group. The
Next/Previous Active
active button will be indicated by a blue highlight
Buttons
behind it
When the Next active button and the Current
active button is not the same, the go button will
press the next active button. When the next active
Go Button
button and current active button is the same, the
go button will be the go of a sequence button
steps.
Button Group Sub This fade controls the intensity of the Current
Master
Active Sequence Button
Current Active Button Displays the current Active button for the button
Label
group
Button Group Name Displays the The name of the button group
Manual Cross fade Allows for the manual control of cross fade
Slider
between buttons or between Steps in a button

How to control a Sequence button with a sub Master

Cross Fade Time
Adjust

When clicked, this will set the auto cross fade
time override for the transition between a button
or step in a button.

How to find the starting address of a patched fixture

How to find the starting address of a patched fixture
On the Enlighten interface go to the top of the screen and select 'Programming Mode' Button.
You Should see the a screen display similar to the one below.

Right Click on the first fixture you would like to set the address to and select ' View Fixture Dip
Switch Settings and Start Channel' From the menu options.

The pop up window below will appear showing you the Start channel and the dip switch setting, if
applicable, to the fixture selected.

How to find the starting address of a patched fixture

The fixture properties window show the Fixture name, Fixture Number, Fixture Start Channel,
and Amount of channels used. For fixtures with dip switch settings that is also displayed.

How to move a fixture to a different view to help organize fixture selection

How to move a fixture to a different view to help organize fixture selection
Fixtures can be placed in multiple views to organize and arrange fixture layout. We can use views
to separate fixtures and organize fixture selection and programming.

First we need to create a new view to move the fixture to. On the 'View 1' button in area 2, on the
top/right side of the screen right click the options below will display.

Next select the Add View Option and enter the name of
the new View.
Now we can move any fixtures from view 1 to the new view we created. To move the fixture to
another view, right click on the fixture and the menu below will appear. A list of all available
views will be shown. Select the view to move the fixture to and the fixture will now be on the new
layer.

How to move a fixture to a different view to help organize fixture selection

How to print a list of patched fixtures so I can address them

How to print a list of patched fixtures so I can address them
For some installs and setups, the person programming the show will not be the one
addressing them, in that case we can give a patch list showing fixture names, staring
address etc, to the installer to set the fixture addresses when they are installed. To
do this the computer running Disco will need a printer connected, or is able to use a
virtual printer to create a file that can be moved and printed elsewhere.
Go to the Advanced Tools icon and select DMX View-Print Patch List.

A form like the one below will display.

To Print the list press the Print Patch menu item. The form will be printed and can
then be given to the Lighting installer or Electrician.

Create your own fixture Profile

How to create your own fixture profile
Sometimes it is necessary to create your own fixture profile, this section will take you step by
step on completing this task. To start the Fixture Profile Creator go to the toolbar and select the
create New Fixture Profile Option from the Fixture Plus Icon. To properly create a new profile
we must have the fixtures user manual or dmx chart. This will be a document that lists all the
channels the fixture uses along with a description of what each channel does.

The Fixture editor will display as show below.

Using the DMX chart of the fixture we are creating a profile we must now complete the initial
setup of the profile.
Type in how many dmx channels are used into Channels Used Text Box.
Type in the fixture name ie. "Axis 250"
From the Fixture Type drop down select what fixture type it is.
Beam angle and Pan range and tilt range are used for the 3d visualizer and are not crucial. This

Create your own fixture Profile

information can be found in the fixtures user manual and entered at this time.
The Dmx Chart will also have a list of channels and channel numbers for each type. From the drop
down list select the channel type and fill in the data from the dmx chart.

Once Completed as shown in the example below all used channels should have a name.

Create your own fixture Profile

We must now enter the specific control features of each channel, called atrributes. In Dmx each
channel can have a value from 0 to 255, each range of values indicates or changes the behaviour of
the fixture connected. We will as an example select channel 7, color to illustrate this.

The attributes buttons will appear. This will allow us to enter the range values for each attribute.
Lets look at an example.

\

As shown above the values from 13 to 25 makes the fixture color turn red. This method will need
to be repeated for all channels that have attributes. Each attribute can be represented as color,

Create your own fixture Profile

image, or text using the scroll box and clicking it.

All images must be placed into the images directory under the main Enlighten Directory (ie)
C:/Enlighten/Images . Many of the common gobos are available but we can also use our own
custom images. Colors are selected from the windows color picker, and text is just entered.
Notes: to initialize a fixture from the palettes window requires the channel attribute to be Name
"init" and set to a value. This can be used to turn on lamps etc... from the initialize button on the
palettes window.

Once all the data is entered make sure to save the fixture into the appropriate folder, which will
correspond to the fixture brand name. If the directory is not present create a new directory name.
Once the fixture profile is saved we can now patch it into our program.

How To Remove a fixture

How to remove a fixture
There may be times when a fixtures needs to be removed from an
existing show.
First right click on the fixture to be removed and select the remove
fixture option as show below.

This will remove the fixture and refresh all presets to work correctly
with the current fixture deleted. Multiple fixtures can be deleted at a
time by selecting them all the right click and select Remove Current
Fixture(s).
To start a new show refer to the Quick Start Section. , use the Start
New Show Icon.

How to Move or make a Copy of a button from pages or on a page

How to Move or make a Copy of a button from pages or on
a page
There are two options when copying or moving a button. We can
create a copy of the button on the same page or move the current
button to a another page.

Select the Move/Copy Button Option. The dialog below will appear.

The button on the left "Page 1" set the page to copy the button to. If
it is the current page there will be a copy of that button made to the
current page appending the word 'copy' to the end of the button.
Once the page is selected, press the Copy/Move Button. This create
the copy either on the current page or desired page and ask whether
to delete the Original button.

How to Password protect my show so it cannot be altered

How to Password protect my show so it cannot be altered
At times the show currently on the computer needs to be protected
from being altered or modified by in-experienced users to ensure the
stability of the install. This can be accomplished by locking any
modifications to the show by placing the Enlighten into User Only
Mode. To access this setting click on the Gear icon on the top
toolbar.

The window below will appear.

The first tab is the Password tab. From the drop down lift select
User Only, a password will be requested. The default password is
'password'. Once you enter the password the system will be locked
from users altering the show.
Another method to protecting the show is to back-up the show to the
supplied USB drive, so there is always an archive of the shows
buttons and configuration. More about this in the backup section of
this help file.

How to Choose a Monitor

How to play back video on a second video screen from a button
To be able to play back video from a timeline button or a sequence button
we need to set up where the video will be playing back. To do this click
on the settings icon and select video playback as show below.

This will allow the section of which monitor the video will play back and if
it will play full screen or not.

Fan Fixtures

How do I 'Fan' My Fixtures
Fanning fixtures is a common feature found in modern lighting consoles to evenly move a
group of fixtures in separate directions. In Enlighten we have a simple method to 'Fan'
Fixtures following the steps below. Fixtures can only be fanned if they are patched in order.
To 'Fan' your fixture first select the fixtures from the Fixture Select Window in
Programming Mode.

Next we can select several fan options. Fan Start, will fan starting from the first fixture, Fan
End will fan from the last fixture, and Fan Center will fan using the Center Point of the
selected fixtures. To start the fan process set the mode and the use the joystick buttons to
fan up, down, left or right.
Fan Start

Fan Fixtures

Fan End

Fan Center

Fan Fixtures

Once the scene is set we can record the look into a step. Refer
Create
to a Sequence
Button in the Quick Start Section to further instructions on this.

How to create my own fixture groups

How to create my own fixture groups
Creating fixture groups allows the quick selection of fixtures groups that are created by the
user. When a fixture is loaded that fixture type group, odds, and evens is automatically
created. Groups can include any of the fixtures patched, so the user may create a group
with a mix of all fixtures patched. Below are the steps needed to create a user created
group.
Go to the Fixture screen located on the programming screen.

Select the fixtures to include in the group. Use the 'rubber band' to select all close by
fixtures. Holding the CTRL key down while clicking on each fixture will also select multiple
fixtures. A fixture is selected when the fixture name background turns red. Once all the
fixtures have been selected go to the groups tab in the Palettes window and press the create
new group button.

How to create my own fixture groups

A Dialog will pop up asking to name the group. Once the group is name press ok, the new
fixture group will appear in the groups tab. We can now use this group to select multiple
fixtures and make programming quicker and easier.
Note: to de-Select fixtures in the Fixture Window, just click on any area with no fixture and
all selected fixtures will be un-selected.

How to create a Position Preset

How to create a Position Preset
Position Presets allow the user to create presets that can be embedded into sequence buttons.
This allows for quicker programming once the presets have been set up. The actual preset gets
embedded into the sequence, so any changes to the Preset will affect all sequence buttons using
that preset.
Let go thought the steps of creating a position preset, and use a real world example to show its
benefits.
First select the fixtures for the preset to be created from the Fixture window .

Next go to the Palettes window and press the Joystick Tab.

How to create a Position Preset

Now move each dot, that represent each fixture selected. The joystick allows the movement of all
selected fixtures at once or one at a time. To move all the fixtures together, just right click on the
back joystick area away from any dot. To move each fixture independently move the mouse over
each dot, the fixture name will appear on the bottom, then move that dot, to the desired position.
Repeat that process for all selected fixtures to place them in the positions needed.
Once the positions are set up, press the 'Create Position Preset' Button on the joystick Tab. The
Create Preset Dialog Will Appear, and the Fader tab will become visible on the Palette Window.

On the 'Create Preset form Current Look', Window, the pan, tilt, panfine, tiltfine boxes will be
checked. This will save only those channels of the selected fixture into the preset. At this point
other channels can also be included into the preset, but because we are create a position preset
only we leave only the checked boxes.

How to create a Position Preset

Next, under the preset Filename enter the name of the position preset, the name should give a hint
to what the preset contains, for example 'DJ Booth Center'. Make sure to select the Save data for
Only Selected Fixtures and press the Create Preset Button. The preset will now appear on the
position preset tab.
The preset can now be included into any sequence by simply selecting the desired fixtures and
pressing the preset. If the preset changes, for example we edit the preset and move one of the
fixtures, all sequences using this preset will automatically change.

To view the presets used in any button right click on the Sequence Button and select 'Show Preset
Data'. A window will appear showing the list if presets included in the sequence. A embedded
preset can be deleted by selecting the row of the preset, and then pressing the delete key.

How to create a Position Preset

How to create a Preset
Position Presets allow the user to create presets that can be embedded into sequence buttons.
This allows for quicker programming once the presets have been set up. The actual preset gets
embedded into the sequence, so any changes to the Preset will affect all sequence buttons using
that preset.
Let go thought the steps of creating a position preset, and use a real world example to show its
benefits.
First select the fixtures for the preset to be created from the Fixture window .

Next go to the Palettes window and press the Category of preset to be created which can be
Color, Gobo, etc Tab. Press the Create New Preset button on the desired page.

How to create a Position Preset

The fader tab will appear. This will allow us to alter the channels we would like to save into the
preset. With the fixtures you want to save into the preset selected, change the faders values to the
desired look. Direct DMX Values can be entered by clicking in the dmx value, an input box will
ask for the new dmx value.

Once the values are set up go to the Create Preset Dialog shown below.

How to create a Position Preset

On the 'Create Preset form Current Look', Window, the modified channel names boxes will be
checked. This will save only those channels of the selected fixture into the preset. At this point
other channels can also be included into the preset.
Next, under the preset Filename enter the name of the preset, the name should give a hint to what
the preset contains, for example 'Center Stage'. Make sure to select the Save data for Only
Selected Fixtures and press the Create Preset Button. The preset will now appear on the desired
preset tab.
The preset can now be included into any sequence by simply selecting the desired fixtures and
pressing the preset. If the preset changes, for example we edit the preset and move one of the
fixtures, all sequences using this preset will automatically change.

To view the presets used in any button right click on the Sequence Button and select 'Show Preset
Data'. A window will appear showing the list if presets included in the sequence. A embedded
preset can be deleted by selecting the row of the preset, and then pressing the delete key.

How to create a Position Preset

How to Copy and Paste

How to copy and paste a fixture scene or sequence
There are two options To Copy and Paste in Enlighten.
To Copy a single Scene from one like fixture to another , right click on the
fixture to copy from and select Copy Scene. Next find the fixture to paste to,
right click and select Paste Fixture Scene.

To Copy an entire Sequence consisting of many steps from one fixture to
another use the Copy and Paste Fixture Sequence Menu Options. This will
Copy and Paste all the steps in the current playbacks Sequence.

Rename, Delete, Edit a Button

How to Rename, Delete, or Edit a button
Renaming, Deleting and Editing a Button can all be done from the Edit Menu found by right
clicking on the Button you would like to edit.

Renaming: Select the Rename Button and enter the new Button Name
Delete: Select the Delete Button and Confirm operation
Edit: Only sequence buttons can be Edited. Select the Edit Button Sequence on Playback. The
Software will go to the Programming Screen and and load the button on the current playback.

At this time we can use the Forward and Reverse buttons to navigate through the steps of the
sequence and make the changes needed. Remember after each change you make to a step, press
the Record Over Button to save the change. Once all steps are the way you want them, Press the
save Changes button to save the new steps into the button.

Rename, Delete, Edit a Button

How to Control Matrix

How Patch and Control an LED Matrix
Controlling LED matrix in Enlighten is a simple process of patching the matrix, then creating buttons that are created
by the Disco Matrix engine. Here are the steps to get your led matrix display going.
First we must patch the matrix into Disco. Go to the patch, load fixture menu and select patch new fixtures.

Select the brand of LED you are using for each pixel in the matrix, normally the generic RGB Fixture profile can
work.

This next screen will appear.

For the matrix size desired, set the height and width in pixels, each led fixture would be one fixture. Type in a name
for the matrix and press load/patch fixtures.

How to Control Matrix

The matrix addressing window will appear. This is where we can alter the position for each pixel, some common
arrangements are possible using the drop down boxes, or each pixel can be dragged to it's proper position. The P:1
stands for the pixel number, the F:58 stands for the fixture number in the current patch. Once the pixels are arranged
this window can be closed. The Matrix Addressing can be changed at any later time, if needed.
We can now create some looks on the matrix and save them to buttons for later recall. Make sure to select the matrix
from the list of available matrixes before starting.

There are Five types of effect, the windows are displayed below:

The Image Section simply takes an image and applies rotation, zoom, or scrolling and creates the look. Any image on
your computer can be used as long as the size is not too large by simply dragging the image from the folder on your
computer into the image list box. This will copy the image into the Matrix Images folder and display it as available for
creating a look using it. Speed of the movement can be controlled by the Chase Speed fader. After you are happy
with the look, press the Create button and a new button will be created on your playback screen.

How to Control Matrix

The GIF Section simply takes an Motion GIF image and applies it to the LED MAtrix. Any Motion Gif image on your
computer can be used as long as the size is not too large by simply dragging the Motion Gif image from the folder on
your computer into the Motion GiF image list box. This will copy the GIF image into the Matrix Gifs folder and
display it as available for creating a look using it. Speed of the movement can be controlled by the Chase Speed fader.
After you are happy with the look, press the Create button and a new button will be created on your playback screen.

The Color sections has three modes of operation. Gradient mode will draw a gradient of the colors in the color
selector bar, the Color Step will create random looks using the offset numbers, and the circle effect will create a
circle effect using the colors in the color selector bar. Gradient and Circle can be altered by the zoom, rotate and
scroll. After you are happy with the look press create button, to save the look as a button.

How to Control Matrix

The Text Section simply allows for scrolling text onto the LED Matrix.

The last feature is the drawing function. We can go to the color tab and select a color from the color selector bar and
draw any patern or design we would like frame by frame. We must use the record Plus button to add each new
frame. Again the created look can be saved to a button on the playback screen.
This feature also allows us to create cool moving pixel effects. To do this follow these steps.
Press Clear all
Press the record plus button 10 times to create ten black frames.
press the play button
Pick a color and while the frames are playing move the mouse over the matrix display while the mouse right click is
pressed.
Save the look as a button.

Manual Trigger

How to Create a Conventional Cue List with Manual Trigger

TimeLine Buttons allows the user to create a button that can act as a standard cue list. Using the timeline scheduler
will not allow for manual cross fades, changing cross fade times, or controlling sub masters, to do this please use the
Button Groups. We suggest using the Button Group Method, although not conventional much more powerful.
To create a TimeLine button you must have some sequence buttons already programmed in Enlighten on any of the
pages that are set up. Once Sequence Buttons have been created we can create a Timeline button by choosing the
Tools>Advanced Tools>TimeLine Button Scheduler Menu option..

An spread sheet type window will appear at the bottom of the screen. From the drop down boxes select the events in
the order you what them to play back and make sure the trigger type is set to manual. The illustration below shows an
example,

To test the schedule press the play button, then press the forward or reverse buttons to navigate to the events. When
you are satisfied with the result save the button from the exit menu. It will display on the current page and when ever
pressed will run the video/audio and the light show as programmed.

To scheduler is very versatile, it can use media time, Midi Time, Relative time, Day/Time to trigger events. All types
of trigger work the same way, just select the trigger in the trigger column and set the time in the start column.

How to Light up a certain area and lock that button not to change

How to Light up a certain area and lock that button not to
change
A Sequence Button can be locked so that the Sequence activated by
the button will not be overridden or change. This can be used to
light up any are, with any of the patched lights, and to ensure they
will not change no matter what other Sequences are playing. The
illustration below shows a locked button indicated by a green and
white lock on the right hand bottom corner of the sequence button. A
sequence button that is lock will also not release unless it is unlocked.
Blackout also does not affect a locked sequence button. Be advised
the grand master does affect a locked button.

How to Spotlight an area while the other lights continue moving

How to Spotlight an area while the other lights continue
moving
Another technique used if we are running a show live and need to set
a fixture in a certain position or look without affecting the rest of the
light show is placing the fixture in 'Solo' mode. To do this select the
fixture to place in Solo mode and right click on it.

Once the fixture is in solo mode the background of the fixture icon
will turn green. We can now position and change the fixture to the
desired position and it will stay there until it is release from Solo
mode, which can be done by Right Clicking on the fixture and
selecting 'Solo Mode' from the menu.

How to Change color or gobo of a fixture while a Sequence Button is running

How to Change color or gobo of a fixture while a Sequence Button is running
Changing fixture attributes while a show is running is sometimes necessary to achieve the look
we want on stage, and needs to be done Live. To alter any color, gobo, etc, while a show is
running live is a simple process. We will list the steps below.
If the looks or sequence buttons are running, go to the programming screen.

Select the fixture or fixture we need to change.

How to Change color or gobo of a fixture while a Sequence Button is running

Next go to the Palette window and either select the color, gobo, fader, and etc... tabs and change
the property needed. This will basically change the property of the show running.

Note on Live Show ( advanced USER):
Enlighten run each sequence button on a separate playback. When altering shows live, remember
we will get the best results when switching to the playback that is controlling the fixture or
fixtures to be altered. The playback List shown in Yellow highlight below is used to select the
current playback we are on. The playback name listed will be the names of the Sequence buttons

How to Change color or gobo of a fixture while a Sequence Button is running

playing. Once a button is over ridden, if that playback is stopped the live over ride will release.

How to Release or stop all buttons on a page or all pages

How to Release or stop all buttons on a page or all pages
There are several ways in Enlighten that allows us to clear all buttons
playing or to clear a particular playback. Remember that each Sequence
button Pressed or active is running on a playback, with the same name as
the Sequence Button. The Playback List is shown Below in Yellow
Highlight.

The 'Clear All' button found in the Programming Mode Screen is the
best way to ensure that all playbacks are clear and released.

An individual playback can be cleared by pressing the 'Clear/Release
Current' This will release/clear only the current playback and leave all
other playbacks running.
In Playback mode all Sequence Buttons running can be released using
the "Release All' Button shown below. It must be pressed on the top half
of the button shown shaded in yellow.

How to Trigger a button from a keyboard shortcut

How to Trigger a button from a keyboard shortcut
All Sequence Buttons on every page can be assigned a keyboard shortcut. Page buttons
can also be assigned a keyboard shortcut. This can allow the user to press keyboard
keys to run the light show instead of using a mouse.
Note: there is One universal shortcut key that functions when in Playback Mode:
Delete Key --- Black Out

To assign a Sequence Button a keyboard shortcut right click on the button and select
Assign/Delete Keyboard Shortcut.

A dialog like the one below will appear in the center of the screen. Press the keyboard
button to assign and the press the Save Keyboard Shortcut button.

On the assigned button there will be a letter indicating which key is the buttons shortcut.
The latch option will cause the shortcut key, when pressed, to turn on the button and
leave it on, while releasing all other buttons on the page or button group. The Bump
option will release all on the page and press the button only until the key is released. To
stack buttons using keyboard shortcuts, the shift or control key must be held down at
the same time the key is pressed.

How to Trigger a button from a keyboard shortcut

The same process is followed to assign keyboard shortcuts to page buttons.
When a keyboard shortcut key is pressed, all buttons in the group or page will release
and the button will be turned on. To stack buttons when using the keyboard shortcuts,
press the control, or shift key in combination with the key.

How to Trigger a button from a MIDI command

How to Trigger a button from a MIDI command
All Sequence Buttons on every page can be assigned a MIDI Command shortcut. Page buttons can also
be assigned a MIDI shortcut. This can allow the user to use a MIDI Controller to run the light show
instead of using a mouse.
We must first make sure to select the MIDI input device from the setting window found by pressing the
Gear Icon.

The Dialog below will appear. Select the MIDI setting Tab and from the Midi Input List select the device
to recieve input from.

To assign a Sequence Button to a MIDI Command, right click on the button and select Assign/Delete
MIDI Note.

A dialog like the one below will appear in the center of the screen. With The Midi Controller connected
to the computer Press the MIDI Command to assign and the press the Save MIDI Shortcut button.

On the assigned button there will be a Number indicating which MIDI Note is the buttons shortcut.

The same process is followed to assign MIDI shortcuts to page buttons.

How to backup my current show or move my show files to another computer

How to backup my current show or move my show files to
another computer
Backing up a show onto removable media is a very important step to
saving all the work that goes into patching and setting up a show.
Fortunately backup and restore using Enlighten is a quick and simple
task. Lets go through the steps.
To backup or Restore a show click on the backup icon on the
toolbar.

The dialog below will display in the center of the screen.
To Backup press the Backup Current Show Button

The next dialog below will appear in the center of the screen. This
dialog allows us to choose which Drive to back up our files to. We
can choose to backup to a local hard drive on the computer or back
up to some external media like USB drives etc, by selecting the
corresponding driver letter and pressing the 'Backup to Selected
Folder/Drive button.

How to backup my current show or move my show files to another computer

The backup process will create a EnlightenBackup Folder on the
selected drive and create a sub directory using the current show
name. In that show name file all the files needed will be stored and
copied. Depending on the drive type, some drives are slower than
others, the dialog will state the backup was successful.
To Restore a show from a drive Follow the steps below
To Restore a show click on the backup icon on the toolbar.

The dialog below will display in the center of the screen.

Press the Restore Show Button and the dialog below will display.
Navigate to the drive and where the Enlighten Backup folder is
located. Double click the EnlightenBackup Folder and select the

How to backup my current show or move my show files to another computer

show name to restore. Once the show name is selected the Restore
button will change purple. Press the Restore Button and all the files
will be copied to your local drive/machine, and the backed up show
will be loaded.

LED RGB FX

How do I create and edit a LED color effect
Enlighten Lighting Controller has a quick and easy way to apply RGB effects to a set of
LEDs. We use the RGB editor to create new presets, and we use the RGB FX tab to apply
these affects to our fixtures and create Sequence Buttons. The RGB FX simply creates a
Sequence of steps that create the list of colors with offsets.

RGB Editor

LED RGB FX

RGB FX Palette
The RGB FX are built using a basic list of colors, with fixture offsets and Phase offsets that
allow the user a quick creating of complex RGB FX for your LED's.. etc.
To build your own RGB FX follow these steps.
1. Go to the palette window in Programming mode and press the RGB FX tab, show
above.
2. Press the Create new RGB preset button on the top left corner.
3. The LED/RGB Editor will open. The diagram below shows its functionality.

LED RGB FX

4. Once you have added the colors desired to the list press create chase with the LED's
Selected from the Fixture Selection window.
5. To save the to a RGB FX Palette Preset simply press the Save Profile to Palette button.

How to Move Fixtures in the 3D room
The 3d Visualizer is meant to give the user a general idea of what the room
and lighting may look like. It is not meant to replace high end visualizers. The
initial setup of the fixture positions can easily be accomplished using the
fixture layout window. This window gives us the top view of the room and
the location of each fixture from the top of the room.

These values are transferred to the 3d Visualizer to make the set up quicker.
The 3d Visualizer can be opened by pressing the eye icon on the top toolbar.
For the visualizer to operate properly the computer you are using must have a
video card with OpenGL capabilities, otherwise the program may not
function properly when trying to use the visualizer.

To edit the positions of the lights in a room, we must activate the edit menu
by clicking the Edit Fixtures and Object Positions Option.

From the Drop down select the fixture to move. The use the XYZ positions
up down buttons to change the fixture positions. The fixtures can also be
moved by clicking on them and using a combination of shift, control and
right and left click options on the mouse.
Rendering options menu will change different options of the way the
visualzer operates.

How to insert .3DS objects
The 3D visualizer also allows for the importation of .3DS files. These files contain 3D
data and are used to represent 3D models in the visualizer. This can be useful if you
would like to visualize the stage, trussing, and furniture in a room. To import a .3DS file
click on the insert Object menu item on the main 3D window. A list of available objects
will be shown. If you would like to use your own objects remember to place them in the
3D Objects directory under The Axis folder. When selecting an object from the list, a
preview of that object will be shown in the main 3D Window. Before loading the object
the color, and scale can also be selected. If .3DS files are not available we suggest using
a program called 3Dwin4. It is a conversion program that can convert any format to the
.3ds format that can then be imported to The visualizer.
Moving the obects can be achieved by clicking on the item and moving the mouse. Try
right and left click combinations while moving to ratote all axis of the object. To delete
the object press the delete key while the object is active.

Configure and Install Enlighten Control Wing

Installing and Configuring the Wing to Work with Enlighten
Make sure the control wing is connected to the pc with the supplied
USB cable and the Control wing has the Power adaptor Plugged in to
the back of the wing. WHen the control wing is connected and
recognized by Windows, the blue Line Below the Enlighten Logo will
be a solid blue color.
If you are using XP, Vista, or Windows 7 all drivers will load
automatically.
To enable Enlighten to recognize the wing when
using XPfolow
these steps:
1. Go to the settings window
<----2. On the settings window press the Midi Input Tab

3. From the list select the "USB Audio Device" and press done. The
wing can now control Enlighten. If you do not get a response right
away. close Enlighten and re-Open the program.
For Vista and Windows 7Users the wing will automatically be
enabled and detected as long as it is plugged in first and regocnized
before Enlighten is started

Assign buttons and Faders to Control Wing

Assigning Buttons and Faders to the wing
The Faders on the Enlighten Control can be assigned in two different ways:
Button Group Mode and Button Mode.
In Button GroupMode the faders will get assigned automatically to the correcesponding button group faders.
For an explanation on button groups refer to the help section. When a button group is created the Fader
automatically gets assigned. See the illustration below to see the cross functionallity.

In Button Modethe fader will activate one button that is assigned to and various function will control the that
buttons sequence like , sequence speed, pause, play, sequence intensity, bump, and go.

To assign a fader to a button right click on the button to assign and select 'Assign to Control Wing' from the
drop down menu.

Assign buttons and Faders to Control Wing

Then move the fader you would like to assign it to. Above F::1 stands for Fader 1. Once you move the fader
the assignment window will close and a small F::# will appear in the middle bottom center of the button you
assigned. You can now activate the button from that fader on the control wing.

Buttons can also be assigned to the top assignable button on the control wing. To assign right clikc on the
button to assign and select the 'Assign to Control Wing' menu option. Next Press the assignable button to
assign it to:

Once assigned the button will have a small indication that is assigned, like the illustration below.

Assign buttons and Faders to Control Wing

Programing with the enlighten Control Wing

Programming with the Enlighten Control Wing.
The Enlighten Control Wing was designed to be as close to the software operation as possible, so most of the
programing operations in the software are duplicated on the control surface. Listed in this section are the few
operations that require prior knowledge to function properly.

To start any new look, just like in the software only mode, press the Clear all button to start with a cleared
memory.
Groups
Select Fixtures Groups from the groups button. In preperation for using the control wing we suggest the user
creates groups they will be using to program beforehand.

Programing with the enlighten Control Wing

Palette Navigation
The Wheel on the left hand side will allow the navigation of presets, left to right. To select the preset press the
select button. Available Presets are also displayed in the to Assignable/Presets buttons. When a prest has a
range, like a 'CW color Rotation', press and hold down the Slect button, then use the wheel above the select
button to adjust the range level.
Fixture Selection
When a group is selected each fixture can be adjusted seperatly by using the Previous and Next, Fixture Select
buttons. The fixture active will be highlighted yellow, and alll changes will only be applied to that fixture.
FadeTime
Fadetime / Playback Speed of chase of any playback/Button can be adjusted by selecting the playback from the
Next PB or Previous PB buttons, and then pressing the Fadetime button to be illuminted and moving the wheel
Above.

Pan and Tilt
Pan and Tilt of selected fixtures are adjusted by the two wheels to the right when the joystick paleete is active.
Movement Shapes
Movement shapes are can also be activated by the 8 wheels above the playback faders, when the Joystick
Palette is active/Illuminated. They are labled on the control wing for the functions they alter.

Saving a Sequence

Programing with the enlighten Control Wing

All controls on a playback functions just like it would on the software interface. The main difference is that the
Save Sequence Button will be pressed twice to bypass entering a Sequence name for any new Sequence/Button
created. If the user would like to enter a Sequence name this is also possible.

Programing with the enlighten Control Wing

Playback with the Enlighten Control Wing.
The Enlighten Control Wing was designed to be as close to the software operation as possible, so most of the
Playback operations in the software are duplicated on the control surface. Listed in this section are the few
operations that require prior knowledge to function properly.

There are two mode that the Faders 1 to 8 operate in playback Mode.
Fader Mode
When a button is assigned to a fader, the fader controls the intensity of the look. When the fader is at 0 the look
is de-activated. When the fader value goes above 0, the look is activated and the fader/Bump/Wheel combination
controls are shown in the illustration below.

Programing with the enlighten Control Wing

Button Group Mode
In buton group mode the fader/Bump/wheel combinations mimics the group sub master opertion in the software
as illustrated below.

Live Modifications
While a button/sequence is playing back any of the programming functions can be adjusted or changed.

